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How does the challenge work?
This collection covers six different languages: Mandarin Chinese,
French, German, Italian, Russian and Spanish. For each language
the Modern Languages teachers have put together a selection of
books in that language, and books in English about the culture and
history of the country.

You need to read 5 books from this booklet by the end of
Summer Term 2020. Every time you finish a book from the list,
come and talk to Library staff about the book and we’ll record
your progress, and give you a stamp.
Once you have conquered the Everest Reading Challenge and
collected five stamps, you will join your fellow students on an
end of year trip to Pizza Hut & Cineworld. It’s like a loyalty
card, with a pizza and movies reward!

Stamps Collected:

Arabic

Arab Cultural Awareness: 58 Factsheets
This handbook is designed to specifically provide a ‘hip pocket
training’ resource. It is intended for informal squad or small group
instruction. The goal is to provide soldiers with a basic overview of
Arab culture.
It must be emphasized that there is no “one” Arab culture or
society. The Arab world is full of rich and diverse communities,
groups and cultures. Differences exist not only among countries,
but within countries as well.

The House of Wisdom: How Arabic Science Saved Ancient
Knowledge and Gave Us the Renaissance/Jim Al-Khalili
A myth-shattering view of the Islamic world's myriad scientific
innovations and the role they played in sparking the European
Renaissance.
Many of the innovations that we think of as hallmarks of Western
science had their roots in the Arab world of the middle ages, a
period when much of Western Christendom lay in intellectual
darkness. Jim al- Khalili, a leading British-Iraqi physicist,
resurrects this lost chapter of history, and given current East-West
tensions, his book could not be timelier. With transporting detail,
al-Khalili places readers in the hothouses of the Arabic
Enlightenment, shows how they led to Europe's cultural
awakening, and poses the question: Why did the Islamic world
enter its own dark age after such a dazzling flowering?

Understanding the Arab Culture/Jehah Al-Omari
A Practical Cross-cultural Guide to Working or Studying in the
Arab World.

The book focuses more on the key differences than similarities,
issues that Westerners will find puzzling, unusual or difficult to cope
with. It is based on years of experience of lecturing to Westerners
and a long list of frequently asked questions. It addresses Western
perceptions and misconceptions of Arabs, Islam and the Arab world
as well as some key Arab perceptions of the West. Many practical
tips are given on a variety of issues, from exchanging appropriate
gifts to negotiating techniques.

Arabic Stories for Language Learners: Traditional Middle
Eastern Tales in Arabic and English/Hezi Brosh & Lutfi
Mansur
The traditional stories of a country are invaluable at providing
insight into understanding the culture, history and language of a
people. A great way to learn Arabic, the sixty-six stories found in
Arabic Stories for Language Learners present the vocabulary and
grammar used every day in Arabic-speaking countries. Pulled from a
wide variety of sources that have been edited and simplified for
learning purposes, these stories are presented in parallel Arabic and
English, facilitating language learning in the classroom and via selfstudy. Each story is followed by a series of questions in Arabic and
English to test comprehension and encourage discussion.

Arabic for Nerds: 270 Questions on Arabic Grammar/
Gerald Drißner
Gerald Drißner has been collecting interesting facts about Arabic
grammar, vocabulary and expressions, hints and traps for almost
ten years. He has compiled them in a book: Arabic for Nerds.
This book should fill a gap. There are plenty of books about Arabic for beginners, but it is difficult to find good material for
intermediate students. This book is suitable for readers who have
been studying Arabic for at least two years. Readers should have a
sound knowledge of vocabulary (around 3000 words) and know
about tenses, verb moods and plurals.
Arabic for Nerds doesn't teach vocabulary, nor are there exercises.
This book explains how Arabic works and gives readers hints in
using and understanding the language better. Since most of the
Arabic words are given in translation, the reader should be able to
read this book without a dictionary.

Bedouins Facts & Details/Jeffrey Hays
This 19-page booklet give a detailed introduction to the Bedouins,
giving an insight into their culture, religion, social habits and overall
lifestyle. Students who read this booklet will be able to decide on
which aspects of the Bedouins’ life they would like to research and
expand on.

The Arabic Language/Kees Versteegh
An introductory guide for students of Arabic language, Arabic
historical linguistics and Arabic socio-linguistics. Concentrating on
the difference between the two types of Arabic - the classical
standard language and the dialects - Kees Versteegh charts the
history and development of the Arabic language from its earliest
beginnings to modern times. The reader is given a solid grounding
in the structure of the language, its historical context and its use in
various literary and non-literary genres, as well as an understanding
of the role of Arabic as a cultural, religious and political world
language.

Let’s Talk Arabic/Adam Yacoub
A book for beginning Arabic with a free companion website, free
audio to download lessons and more than 2000 printable
flashcards, half with transliteration for those who haven’t mastered
their Arabic alphabet yet. There are simple step-by-step
explanations and plenty of exercises. No previous knowledge of
Arabic is assumed. The book teaches the basics of Modern
Standard Arabic using a simple and effective building-block
method which is solid and reliable and has been proven successful
for years. You will be introduced to the basics of speaking and
pronunciation using a simple format that allows everyone to speak
Arabic in a natural way. The book will then continue to develop
your new skills by enabling you to understand and heighten your
ability to read, listen to and write this amazing language.

Mandarin Chinese

How to Read A Chinese Poem: A Bilingual Anthology of Tang
Poetry/ Edward C. Chang ed.
This bilingual edition of Tang poems offers a new approach to
reading and understanding classical Chinese poetry. Included are
nearly two hundred regulated verses written by the great poets of
the Tang Dynasty, such as Du Fu, Li Bai, Wang Wei, Li Shangyin,
and Meng Haoran. For each poem, both traditional and simplified
Chinese characters are provided for cross reference. In addition to
its literary translation, each poem is given a bilingual annotation
with respect to the literal meanings of each key word or phrase. The
tone and pinyin transliteration of each Chinese character are also
provided. This book is designed to help the readers understand
Tang poems from a bilingual perspective. It may also be a helpful
learning tool for students who want to learn Chinese through
poetry.

The Opium War: Drugs, Dreams and the Making of China/
Julia Lovell
In October 1839, Britain entered the first Opium War with China.
Its brutality notwithstanding, the conflict was also threaded with
tragicomedy: with Victorian hypocrisy, bureaucratic fumblings,
military missteps, political opportunism and collaboration. Yet
over the past hundred and seventy years, this strange tale of
misunderstanding, incompetence and compromise has become
the founding episode of modern Chinese nationalism. Starting
from this first conflict, The Opium War explores how China’s
national myths mould its interactions with the outside world, how
public memory is spun to serve the present, and how delusion and
prejudice have bedevilled its relationship with the modern West.

我这一辈子/Lao She
This book describes the life tragedies of the common people in
times of social changes and wars. The author Lao She takes us to
survey the world and the society with the hero's experiences and
changes in thought. After going through many ill treatments in
society, the hero finally understands that a person cannot change his
or her fate no matter how hard he or she tries to. People's character
is damaged and twisted in the feudal society and they gradually lose
their independent personality and learns to be a flunkey under much
oppression. After three-year apprenticing and oppression, the hero
gradually becomes a person who endures.

Stitching Up/Gu Shijiu
Stitching Up was awarded Most Beautiful Chinese Book of the Year
2006 and The World’s Most Beautiful Book in 2007 right after its
publication. The book is a collection of modern essays with lively
and refreshing language. The title bu cai (untalented) indicates the
author’s modesty and humility.

The Search for Modern China/ Jonathan Spence
In this widely acclaimed history of modern China, Jonathan Spence
achieves a fine blend of narrative richness and efficiency. Praised
as "a miracle of readability and scholarly authority," (Jonathan
Mirsky) The Search for Modern China offers a matchless
introduction to China's history.

Frog: a Novel/Mo Yan
The author of Red Sorghum and China’s most revered and critically
acclaimed novelist returns with his first major publication since
winning the Nobel Prize. Frog opens with a playwright nicknamed
Tadpole who plans to write about his aunt. In her youth, Gugu—
the beautiful daughter of a famous doctor and staunch
Communist—is revered for her skill as a midwife. But when her
lover defects, Gugu’s own loyalty to the Party is questioned.

The Designing Wordsmith/Zhu Yingchun
This book contains collections of poetry created by Zhu Yingchun.
It includes about ten poems which convey meaning through
designing characters. Zhu expresses the poems by using the
methods of designing characters through which the meaning is
revealed. He strives to make innovation in the confinements of
design. Inexpensive paper and simple words are used to the largest
extent in order to bring smiles into our lives.

The Real Story of Ah-Q and Other Tales of China/Lu Xun
Lu Xun is one of the founding figures of modern Chiense
literature. In the early twentieth century, as China came up against
the realities of the modern world, Lu Xun effected a shift in
Chinese letters away from the ornate, obsequious literature of the
aristocrats to the plain, expressive literature of the masses. This
volume presents Lu Xun's complete fiction in bracing new
translations and includes such famous works as "The Real Story of
Ah-q," "Diary of a Madman," and "The Divorce." Together they
expose a contradictory legacy of cosmopolitan independence,
polemical fractiousness, and anxious patriotism that continues to
resonate in Chinese intellectual life today.

French

L'Élégance du hérisson/Muriel Barbery
Rene is the concierge of a grand Parisian apartment building. She
maintains a carefully constructed persona as someone uncultivated
but reliable, in keeping with what she feels a concierge should be.
But beneath this facade lies the real Rene: passionate about culture
and the arts, and more knowledgeable in many ways than her
employers with their outwardly successful but emotionally void
lives. Down in her lodge, apart from weekly visits by her one friend
Manuela, Rene lives with only her cat for company. Meanwhile,
several floors up, twelve-year-old Paloma Josse is determined to
avoid the pampered and vacuous future laid out for her, and decides
to end her life on her thirteenth birthday. But unknown to them
both, the sudden death of one of their privileged neighbours will
dramatically alter their lives forever.

L’Étranger – Albert Camus
Meursault leads an apparently unremarkable bachelor life in
Algiers until he commits a random act of violence. His lack of
emotion and failure to show remorse only serve to increase his
guilt in the eyes of the law, and challenges the fundamental values
of society - a set of rules so binding that any person breaking
them is condemned as an outsider. For Meursault, this is an insult
to his reason and a betrayal of his hopes; for Camus it
encapsulates the absurdity of life.
In The Outsider (1942), his classic existentialist novel, Camus
explores the predicament of the individual who refuses to pretend
and is prepared to face the indifference of the universe,
courageously and alone

Paris Revealed: The Secret Life of the City/Stephen Clarke
Paris - one of the most visited cities in the world.
But do you know...
Which is the most romantic spot to say 'je't'aime'?
Where to see fantastic art, away from all the crowds?
Why Parisian men feel compelled to pee in the street?
How to choose a hotel room where you might actually get a good
night's sleep?

When in French: Love in a Second Language/Lauren Collins
A language barrier is no match for love. Lauren Collins discovered
this first hand when, in her early thirties, she moved to London and
fell for a Frenchman named Olivier--a surprising turn of events for
someone who didn't have a passport until she was in college. But
what does it mean to love someone in a second language? Collins
wonders, as her relationship with Olivier continues to grow entirely
in English. Are there things she doesn't understand about Olivier,
having never spoken to him in his native tongue? Does "I love you"
even mean the same thing as "je t'aime"? When in French is a laughout-loud funny and surprising memoir about the lengths we go to
for love, as well as an exploration across culture and history into
how we learn languages--and what they say about who we are.

Le Grand Meaulnes/Alain-Fournier
When Meaulnes first arrives at the local school in Sologne,
everyone is captivated by his good looks, daring and charisma. But
when Meaulnes disappears for several days, and returns with tales
of a strange party at a mysterious house - and his love for the
beautiful girl hidden within it, Yvonne de Galais - his life has been
changed forever. In his restless search for his lost estate and the
happiness he found there, Meaulnes, observed by his loyal friend
Francois, may risk losing everything he ever had. Poised between
youthful admiration and adult resignation, Alain-Fournier's
compelling narrator carries the reader through this evocative and
unbearably poignant portrayal of desperate friendship and
vanished adolescence.

Je voudrais que quelqu'un m'attende quelque part/Anna
Gavalda
This collection of short stories explores how a life can be changed
irrevocably in just one fateful moment. A pregnant mother's plans
for the future unravel at the hospital; a travelling salesman learns the
consequences of an almost-missed exit on the motorway in the
newspaper the next morning; while a perfect date is spoilt by a
single act of thoughtlessness. In those crucial moments Gavalda
demonstrates her almost magical skill in conveying love, lust,
longing, and loneliness.

Le dernier jour d’un condamné/Victor Hugo
Deeply shocking in its time, The Last Day of a Condemned Man is
a profound and moving tale and a vital work of social commentary.
A man vilified by society and condemned to death for his crime
wakes every morning knowing that this day might be his last. With
the hope for release his only comfort, he spends his hours
recounting his life and the time before his imprisonment. But as the
hours pass, he knows that he is powerless to change his fate. He
must follow the path so many have trod before him—the path that
leads to the guillotine

The French Intifada: The Long War Between France and its
Arabs/Andrew Hussey
Beyond the affluent centre of Paris and other French cities, in the
deprived banlieues, a war is going on. This is the French Intifada, a
guerrilla war between the French state and the former subjects of
its Empire, for whom the mantra of 'liberty, equality, fraternity'
conceals a bitter history of domination, oppression, and brutality.
This war began in the early 1800s, with Napoleon's lust for martial
adventure, strategic power and imperial preeminence, and led to
the armed colonization of Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia, and
decades of bloody conflict, all in the name of 'civilization'. Here,
against the backdrop of the Arab Spring, Andrew Hussey walks the
front lines of this war - from the Gare du Nord in Paris to the
souks of Marrakesh and the mosques of Tangier - to tell the
strange and complex story of the relationship between secular,
republican France and the Muslim world of North Africa.

German

German Short Stories for Beginners
So, this book is not a lengthy narrative and it’s not a children’s
book. It’s also not written in parallel text. So, what exactly is it?
Instead of the aforementioned texts, this books strives to embed
effective leaning aids directly into the material.
This book contains a total of ten short stories that revolve around
daily themes. The stories are short enough to hold your attention
(1,500 words in length), but long enough to make you feel a sense
of accomplishment and progress after finishing one.

Momo/Michael Ende
At the edge of the city, in the ruins of an old amphitheatre, there
lives a little homelss girl called Momo. Momo has a special talent
which she uses to help all her friends who come to visit her. Then
one day the sinister men in grey arrive and silently take over the
city. Only Momo has the power to resist them, and with the help
of Professor Hora and his strange tortoise, Cassiopeia, she travels
beyond the boundaries of time to uncover their dark secrets.

Die Verwandlung/Franz Kafka
“When Gregor Samsa woke up one morning from unsettling
dreams, he found himself changed in his bed into a monstrous
vermin.” With this startling, bizarre, yet surprisingly funny first
sentence, Franz Kafka begins his masterpiece, The
Metamorphosis. It is the story of a young man who, transformed
overnight into a giant beetlelike insect, becomes an object of
disgrace to his family, an outsider in his own home, a
quintessentially alienated man. A harrowing—though absurdly
comic—meditation on human feelings of inadequacy, guilt, and
isolation, The Metamorphosis has taken its place as one of the most
widely read and influential works of twentieth-century fiction.

Ausgerechnet Deutschland/Wladimir Kaminer
Wladimimir Kaminer observes daily how the influx of refugees
changes Germany. And how the clash of different cultures gives
birth to numerous stories. Wladimir Kaminier tells these with a lot
of humour and true curiosity, but without wrong pathos. He reports
about the Syrian committee to save the world, which was founded
in his village in rural Brandenburg; about the confectioner from
Damaskus, who fails with his creations on the island Rügen; about
shocked muslim Asylum seekers, to whom Wladimir’s son wants to
give “pig ears”, a German baked speciality; or about Syrians, who
are rejected as extras from the film company in Babelsberg for the
series “Homeland”, just because Albanians look “more Syrian” than
them. And in the end, he asks: Have we succeeded?

Emil und die Detektive/Erich Kästner
Young Emil is robbed on his first real railway journey, of money
entrusted to him by his hard-working mother for the relatives he is
to stay with in Berlin. A gang of boys about his own age come to
his aid, and a thrilling adventure full of surprises ensues as they use
their wits to devise a wonderfully simple but practical trick to
capture the thief.

With every detail clearly drawn - from the tiresome business of
getting into best clothes for the journey, down to the final anxiety
as to what shall be done with a gloriously unexpected reward - this
is a story all young readers will enjoy

Der Tod in Venedig/Thomas Mann
The novella tells about a ruinous quest for love and beauty amid
degenerating splendour. Gustav von Aschenbach, a successful but
lonely author, travels to the Queen of the Adriatic in search of an
elusive spiritual fulfilment that turns into his erotic doom.
Spellbound by a beautiful Polish boy, he finds himself fettered to
this hypnotic city of sun-drenched sensuality and eerie physical
decay as it gradually succumbs to a secret epidemic.

Glennkill: Ein Schafskrimi/Leonie Swann
Shepard George Glenn lies in the Irish grass, lifeless, a spade
sticking out of his breast. His sheep are horrified: Who could have
killed their old shepherd? And why? Miss Maple, the most
intelligent sheep of the flock, begins to be interested in the case.
Luckily, George has read to his sheep and consequently they are not
entirely unprepared. Relentless, they follow the perpetrator’s traces
and - by and by - see through the secrets of the human world. But
will they succeed in solving the mysterious death of their shepherd?

Germania/Simon Winder
Germania is a very personal guide to the Germany that Simon
Winder loves. Equally passionate about the region’s history,
folklore, cuisine, architecture and landscape, Winder describes
Germany’s past afresh – and in doing so sees a country much like
our own: Protestant, aggressive and committed to eating some very
strange food. This accessible, enthusiastic and startlingly vivid
account is a brilliant introduction to the hidden wonders of
Germany.

Italian

Io E Te/Niccolo Ammaniti
Everybody needs somebody, sometimes…
Lorenzo Cuni is a fourteen-year-old loner. His wealthy parents think
he is away on a school skiing trip, but, in fact, he has stowed away in
a forgotten cellar. He plans to live in perfect isolation for a week,
keeping the adult world at bay.
Then a visit from his estranged half-sister, Olivia, changes
everything.

Novecento/Alessandro Baricco
At the turn of the 20th Century, the great cruise liner Virginia
shuttles back and forth across the Atlantic Ocean, transporting
passengers from old Europe to the New World. When an
abandoned baby is found on board the sailors christen Novecento
1900. The child is destined to a strange fate. Novecento will never
leave the ship as long as he lives, yet he becomes the greatest jazz
musician the world would never know. He only knows his music,
which has a magical effect on everyone who hears. For six years
before World War II, Tim Tooney played trumpet with him and
Novecento gave him his story.

Il giardino dei Finzi Contini/Giorgio Bassani
This is a haunting, elegiac novel which captures the mood and
atmosphere of Italy (and in particular Ferrara) in the last summers
of the thirties, focusing on an aristocratic Jewish family moving
imperceptibly towards its doom. This story takes place largely in the
garden of a wealthy Jewish family in Ferrara where young Jews meet
to play tennis after being forced out of the local club by Fascists.
The garden becomes an island of civilization in a brutal world.

Testimone inconsapevole/Gianrico Carofiglio
A nine-year-old boy is found murdered at the bottom of a well near
a popular beach resort in southern Italy. In what looks like a
hopeless case for Guido Guerreri, counsel for the defence, a
Senegalese peddler is accused of the crime. Faced with small-town
racism fuelled by recent immigration from Africa, Guido attempts
to exploit the esoteric workings of the Italian courts.

Cosa Nostra/John Dickie
The mafia has been given many names since it was founded one
hundred and forty years ago: the Sect, the Brotherhood, the
Honoured Society, and now Cosa Nostra. Yet as times have
changed, the mafia's subtle and bloody methods have remained the
same. Now, for the first time, COSA NOSTRA reconstructs the
complete history of the Sicilian mafia from its origins to the
present day, from the lemon groves and sulphur mines of Sicily, to
the streets of Manhattan.
COSA NOSTRA is a definitive history, rich in atmosphere, and
with the narrative pace of the best detective fiction, and has been
updated to make it the most vital contemporary account of the
mafia ever published.

The pursuit of Italy/David Gilmour
The Pursuit of Italy traces the whole history of the Italian peninsula
in a wonderfully readable style, full of well-chosen stories and
observations from personal experience, and peopled by many of the
great figures of the Italian past, from Cicero and Virgil to Dante and
the Medici, from Cavour and Verdi to the controversial political
figures of the twentieth century. The book gives a clear-eyed view of
the Risorgimento, the pivotal event in modern Italian history,
debunking the influential myths which have grown up around it.

Caro Michele/Natalia Ginzburg
“The family is destroyed, the characters are dispersed. Separated by
incommunicability and destined to loneliness, Michael, the son, is
far from the mother who writes to him, not only physically, but
mainly in ideas, needs and sorrows.”
Caro Michele is a short epistolary novel, set in Rome during the
1970s about the relationship between a mother and her estranged
son.
Natalia Ginzburg (1916-1991) was one of the most distinguished
writers of modern Italy. She published numerous novels, plays, and
essays, and co-founded the Italian publishing house Einaudi.

The Italians/John Hooper
How did a nation that spawned the Renaissance also produce the
Mafia? And why does Italian have twelve words for coat hanger
but none for hangover? John Hooper’s entertaining and
perceptive new book is the ideal companion for anyone seeking to
understand contemporary Italy and the unique character of the
Italians. Fifteen years as a foreign correspondent based in Rome
have sharpened Hooper s observations, and he looks at the facts
that lie behind the stereotypes, shedding new light on everything
from the Italians bewildering politics to their love of life and
beauty. Hooper persuasively demonstrates the impact of
geography, history, and tradition on many aspects of Italian life,
including football and Freemasonry, sex, food, and opera.
Brimming with the kind of fascinating and often hilarious insights
unavailable in guidebooks, The Italians will surprise even the most
die-hard Italophile.

Japanese

Japanese Graded Readers
This boxed set of 6 very short stories (all in Japanese) with a CD
audio companion is designed for Japanese learners to comfortably
start reading from the early stage of learning with the engaging
topics and cultural insights. The readers are encouraged to forgo the
dictionary. Try to skip words and phrases that you don't understand
and simply keep on reading. Their meanings will become apparent
from the context and colourful illustrations, and your memory
retention will be all the better for it. After completing Level 0, you'll
be ready to the level up for more interesting stories in Level 1, 2, 3
and so on!

An Artist of the Floating World/Kazuo Ishiguro
It is 1948. Japan is rebuilding her cities after the calamity of World
War Two, her people putting defeat behind them and looking to
the future. The celebrated artist, Masuji Ono, fills his days
attending to his garden, his house repairs, his two grown
daughters and his grandson; his evenings drinking with old
associates in quiet lantern-lit bars. His should be a tranquil
retirement. But as his memories continually return to the past - to
a life and career deeply touched by the rise of Japanese militarism
- a dark shadow begins to grow over his serenity. - A captivating
story by the Nobel laureate and Booker Prize winner, Kazuo
Ishiguro. He was born in Nagasaki, Japan and his family moved to
England when he was five.

Anthology of Japanese Literature, from the Earliest Era to the
Mid-Nineteenth Century/Donald Keene
Japanese literature has about as long a history as English literature,
and contains works in as wide a variety of genres as may be found in
any county. It includes some of the world’s longest novels and
shortest poems, plays which are miracles of muted suggestion and
others filled with the most extravagant bombast.” – from
Introduction
This book is a good introduction for anyone who are interested in
Japanese literature as well as its history from the earliest era to the
time before the modernisation at the end of seclusion in mid 19th
century.

Totto-Chan: The Little Girl at the Window/Tetsuko
Kuroyanagi
This engaging series of childhood recollections tells about an ideal
school in Tokyo during World War II that combined learning with
fun, freedom, and love. This unusual school had old railroad cars
for classrooms, and it was run by an extraordinary man - its founder
and headmaster, Sosaku Kobayashi--who was a firm believer in
freedom of expression and activity. In real life, the Totto-chan of
the book has become one of Japan's most popular television
personalities--Tetsuko Kuroyanagi. She attributes her success in life
to this wonderful school and its headmaster. The charm of this
account has won the hearts of millions of people of all ages and
made this book a runaway bestseller in Japan, with sales hitting the
4.5 million mark in its first year (1981).

Samurai William: The Adventurer Who Unlocked
Japan/Giles Milton
Samurai William tells how, in 1598, William Adams, an English
seaman of humble origin, sailed out to the East Indies. After 20
months at sea in which they survived a series of disasters,
starvation and disease, Adams and a few remaining sailors floated
into a harbour on the island of Kyushu in southwestern Japan. As
the first Englishman to arrive, Adams spent some time in prison
and was nearly executed before he made an unlikely ally in
Tokugawa Ieyasu, a powerful feudal lord who would later become
shogun of Japan. For his service, he was awarded great wealth, land
holdings and even a lordship, making him the first foreigner ever
to be honoured as a samurai. When news of his high standing
reached England, a small crew of Englishmen were sent to Japan
to use Adams's political connections to open trade between the
two countries…

Kafka on the Shore/Haruki Murakami
Kafka on the Shore is a perfect introduction to Haruki Murakami’s
literary universe. An author who has captured the imagination of a
vast international readership, Murakami was considered a strong
contender for the 2014 Nobel Prize in Literature. The novel
contains all that makes his stories instantly recognizable: cats that
appear to know more than humans; classical music and pop culture
references; lost, wandering protagonists; and ultimately a gradual
scratching away at the surface of existence to reveal the
unanswerable metaphysical mysteries beneath. Only Murakami
could bring to life Johnnie Walker—the striding man found on the
world’s most popular whisky, drawn by British illustrator Tom
Browne—and make him so disturbing as to ensure you never look
at another bottle of Johnnie Black in quite the same way again.

The Diving Pool/Yoko Ogawa
Composed of three novellas—The Diving Pool, Pregnancy Diary,
and The Dormitory— this book aims to make the reader embody
their central characters. The focus is on female protagonists
observing from strange places of isolation. The Diving Pool follows
Aya, a girl whose parents operate an orphanage, which means she is
the only child in her immediate environment to be brought up by
her real parents. Aya recounts her acts of love and cruelty in a
detached, disinterested manner, as if viewing her life through a
tunnel or a telescope. With brilliant writing and razor-sharp
observations, Ogawa is famous for being able to turn a phrase like
twisting a knife.

Kokoro/Natsume Soseki
Natsume Soseki is counted among Japan’s greatest writers: active
in the Meiji era, he was a scholar, a poet, and a novelist. Kokoro—
meaning heart, in its various English forms—was serialized in a
newspaper in 1914. The novel deals with a young man’s
relationship to an elderly gentleman who he refers to as sensei, and
is a study of isolation and search for identity. The author’s prose
layers levels of significance through the characters’ words and
actions, so that by the end of the novel one feels ready to read it
backwards, to see if anything more can be learned from the
accretion of his nuanced descriptions.

Russian

Uncle Vania/Anton Chekov

Anton Chekhov’s painful drama of purposeless lives was rewritten from an
earlier unsuccessful play called The Wood Demon (1889).
Professor Serebryakov and his lovely but lethargic wife Yelena retire to his
country estate. This has been managed for many years by Vanya, a futile
character eaten up with a sense of his own failure. Also in the household is
the professor’s daughter Sonya, who nurses a hopeless love for the local
doctor, Astrov. When Serebryakov suggests selling the estate, Vanya goes
berserk and tries to shoot him...
In the words of the critic Desmond McCarthy, the play ends with ‘that
dreariest of all sensations: beginning life again on the flat when, a few hours
before, it has run shrieking up the scale of pain till it seemed the very skies
might split’.

Rasskaz Sensatsia/Ignaty Dyakov
Guadeloupe is paradise on Earth. Due to a number of factors this
island state, now independent of France, has not suffered the
financial crisis which hit the rest of the world. Strict rules regulate
how the bankers work and they seem to enjoy this. George has
been working in the National Bank of Guadeloupe for ten years.
Every morning he comes to the office, switches on his computer
and listens to the voicemail saying in a nice female voice “You
have….no new messages.” He enjoys his small rituals as much as
he enjoys singing. But one morning, the old world was destroyed
by a single email from overseas which led to a whole series of
events, a wave of new thoughts and unexpected encounters...

Rasskaz provokatsia/Ignaty Dyakov
A short sarcastic story, a detective line, written as an aid to making
the Russian language study process more enjoyable for young
learners. It is the second book in the series of Russian study texts.
The story contains many basic conversational grammar
constructions and the core vocabulary required for business and
everyday life: colours, body parts, office objects and phrases used in
city and home environments. Verbs of motion receive particular
attention.
“Undoubtedly, this textbook makes learning more fun, interesting
and thus less challenging…” - Prof. Galina Levina, vice provost,
The Pushkin State Russian Language Institute.

The Overcoat/Nikolai Gogol
The Overcoat is a short story about a government clerk who has his
precious new overcoat stolen. No-one seems willing to help him
retrieve his prized possession, a fact that continues to concern him
even when he is beyond the grave.
The Overcoat is now seen as one of the greatest short stories ever
written; some years later, Dostoyevsky famously stated “We all
come out from Gogol's 'Overcoat'.

Taman/Mikhail Lermontov (Short story- part of the novel
Hero of Our Time)
A Hero of Our Time compiles stories of a Byronic hero, Grigory
Alexandrovich Pechorin, through travellers’ notes, tales and
Pechorin’s personal journals.
Taman details Pechorin’s adventure upon arriving in the coastal city
of Tama where he meets a blind orphan boy and a young
‘mermaid’ and a person named Yanko.

Mozart and Salieri/Alexander Pushkin
“Mozart and Salieri is a story of envy that results in the murder of
Mozart and the questioning of the dual capacity of genius and
villainy. The short play begins with Salieri discussing his plan to
murder Mozart. Salieri's determination to kill Mozart thrusts him
into the narrative up until the final moment of the play.”
Based on one of the numerous rumours caused by the early death of
Mozart, it was the only one of Pushkin's plays that was staged
during his lifetime.

Queen of Spades/Alexander Pushkin
'Hermann waited for the appointed hour like a tiger trembling for
its prey.'
One of Pushkin's most popular and chilling stories, 'The Queen of
Spades' tells of a young man who develops a dangerous obsession in
pursuit of the wealth he craves.

One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch/Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn
“This brutal, shattering glimpse of the fate of millions of Russians
under Stalin shook Russia and shocked the world when it first
appeared. Discover the importance of a piece of bread or an extra
bowl of soup, the incredible luxury of a book, the ingenious
possibilities of a nail, a piece of string or a single match in a world
where survival is all.”
A deeply affecting piece of work which charts one day in the life of
the inhabitants of a Soviet prison camp. Sobering and insightful.

Spanish

El Aleph: La casa de Asterión; La escritura de dios; Abenjacán

el Bojarí, muerto en su laberinto; Los dos reyes y los dos
laberintos/Jorges Luis Borges
Four short stories touching upon man's struggle with himself and his
relationship with a world that forces us to seek meaning in ourselves,
contained within this longer collection. Borges writes in the original
afterword that most of the stories in this collection belong to the genre of
fantasy, mentioning themes such as identity and immortality.
Full of philosophical puzzles and supernatural surprises, these stories
contain some of Borges’s most fully realized human characters. With
uncanny insight he takes us inside the minds of an unrepentant Nazi, an
imprisoned Mayan priest, fanatical Christian theologians, a woman plotting
vengeance on her father’s “killer,” and a man awaiting his assassin in a
Buenos Aires guest house.

Como Agua Para Chocolate/Laura Esquivel
The number one bestseller in Mexico and America for almost two
years, Like Water For Chocolate is a romantic, poignant tale,
touched with moments of magic, graphic earthiness, bittersweet
wit - and recipes. A sumptuous feast of a novel, it tells the bizarre
history of the all-female De La Garza family. Tita, the youngest
daughter of the house, has been forbidden to marry, condemned
by Mexican tradition to look after her mother until she dies. But
Tita falls in love with Pedro, and he is seduced by the magical
food she cooks. In desperation Pedro marries her sister Rosaura
so that he can stay close to Tita…
Will their hearts’ desires be realised?

Open Veins of Latin America/Eduardo Galeano
Rather than chronology, geography, or political successions,
Eduardo Galeano has organized the various facets of Latin
American history according to the patterns of five centuries of
exploitation. Thus he is concerned with gold and silver, cacao and
cotton, rubber and coffee, fruit, hides and wool, petroleum, iron,
nickel, manganese, copper, aluminum ore, nitrates, and tin. These
are the veins which he traces through the body of the entire
continent, up to the Rio Grande and throughout the Caribbean, and
all the way to their open ends where they empty into the coffers of
wealth in the United States and Europe.
All readers interested in great historical, economic, political, and
social writing will find a singular analytical achievement, and an
overwhelming narrative that makes history speak, unforgettably.

Los Funerales de la Mamá Grande: Un día de estos; La siesta
del martes; La prodigiosa tarde de Baltazar /Gabriel García
Márquez
In Los funerales de la Mamá Grande, we find ourselves in Macondo
once again, among familiar characters and episodes but now dead
birds fall on the town, a priest sees the devil or claims to have found
the wandering Jew and we learn that visiting the grave of a loved
one is an unpredictable risk.
Under the motto of mythological funerals, Gabriel García Márquez
collected seven stories and a short novel that gives its title to the
collection, in which the magical and telluric elements that
henceforth would define his work, appear in all their splendour.

Life and Death in the Andes/Kim MacQuarrie
The Andes Mountains are the world's longest mountain chain,
linking most of the countries in South America. Kim MacQuarrie
takes us on a historical journey through this unique region,
bringing fresh insight and contemporary connections to such
fabled characters as Charles Darwin, Che Guevara, Pablo Escobar,
Butch Cassidy, Thor Heyerdahl, and others.

Collectively these stories tell us something about the spirit of
South America. What makes South America different from other
continents and what makes the cultures of the Andes different
from other cultures found there? How did the capitalism
introduced by the Spaniards change South America? Why did
Shining Path leader Guzmán nearly succeed in his revolutionary
quest while Che Guevara in Bolivia was a complete failure in his?

Cuentos Escogidos: A la deriva, El hombre muerto, La
insolación /Horacio Quiroga
Horacio Quiroga (1878-1937), a celebrated writer of the short story,
played a leading role in the Modernist movement that emerged in
Buenos Aires at the turn of the century. His stories combine
something of Guy de Maupassant and Edgar Allan Poe, sharing
Poe's interest in the strange and the abnormal but seldom straying
from a realistic setting or psychological verisimilitude.

Réquiem por un Campesino Español/ Ramon J. Sender
The novel details a dramatic episode of civil war in a small
Aragonese village. Mosén Millán is ready to offer a mass in suffrage
of the soul of a young man whom he has loved as a son. While he
waits for his assistants, the priest reconstructs the facts: mainly the
failure of his mediation, with which he thought he could save the
young man, but which only served to deliver him to his
executioners. The story is one of perfect sobriety and a simplicity
that is no less profound and shocking.
Without a doubt, ‘Réquiem por un campesino español’ is one of the
best works of Ramón J. Sender and a definitive book about the civil
war, far from any pamphleteering.

Ghosts of Spain/Giles Tremlett
Spaniards are reputed to be amongst Europe's most forthright
people. So why have they kept silent about the terrors of their Civil
War and the rule of General Franco? This apparent 'pact of
forgetting' inspired writer Giles Tremlett to embark on a journey
around Spain and its history. He found the ghosts of Spain
everywhere, almost always arguing. Who caused the Civil War?
Why do Basque terrorists kill? Why do Catalans hate Madrid? Did
the Islamist bombers who killed 190 people in 2004 dream of a
return to Spain's Moorish past? Tremlett's curiosity led him down
some strange and colourful byroads, and brought him unexpected
insights into the Spanish character.

Choose your own!
Is there a book you are dying to read but it’s not on the challenge?
Why not go off trail?

You can read up to 2 language-related books of your own choice,
and they will count towards your 5 book total: just make sure you have
borrowed them from the library!
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